Civil Engineer Project Manager

Lose Design is seeking talented Civil Engineer Project Manager to join our team in our
Knoxville, Tennessee office.
At Lose Design, we create SPACES FOR LIFE which support the most fundamental human
needs to live, work, and play. We approach each project with the needs of both the client and
community in mind, which allows for a balance between budget, function, and aesthetics. We
work collaboratively and are dedicated to creating a work environment that promotes staff
growth and enlightenment in all phases of the design process, expands knowledge of technical
proficiencies for each design discipline, and fosters a work environment that extends beyond the
office and into the communities where we live.
Our clients seek a passionate and approachable design partner and we respond with a single
source of responsibility for architecture, landscape architecture, civil engineering, and planning
services. This results in better communication, accurately coordinated documents, and a faster,
more responsive delivery for our clients.
As a member of our multi-disciplinary team, you would have the opportunity to work on a variety
of projects located throughout the United States.
Civil Engineer Project Manager
Candidates for the Civil Engineer Project Manager position must be a licensed professional with
a minimum of five (5) years of experience. Candidates shall be proficient in AutoCad/Civil 3D,
Microsoft Office and other related engineering software programs. Candidates should prove
skills in leading a team in the production of civil site projects and managing clients, with
experience in site design, utility, hydraulics, hydrology, and roadway design.
The successful candidate must be able to work both independently and collaboratively with
Lose Design team members and clients. The ideal candidate must also be an efficient,
organized, self-starter that can manage simultaneous, deadline-driven projects.

Interested Candidates
Please send a cover letter and a resume to Marla Simmons at msimmons@lose.design.

About Lose Design
Lose Design is a multi-disciplinary design firm with offices in Nashville, TN, Knoxville, TN, and
Atlanta, GA. Founded in 1982, Lose Design is known for design excellence, creative solutions,
environmental acumen, and scrupulous attention to detail. Our staff includes landscape
architects, architects, civil engineers, and planners. At Lose Design, we create SPACES FOR
LIFE which support the most fundamental human needs to live, work, and play.

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer and we offer a competitive compensation plan and
excellent benefits package. We are members of AIA, APA, ASLA, ASCE, USGBC, SAME and
NRPA. For more information, please visit our website www.lose.design.

